FLS is presently seeking applicant for an Application Engineer position in our comminution group, supporting product development and capital sales with cost estimation and proposal development.

This opportunity would be within crushing product group with emphasis on HPG. Position would be based in SLC and reporting to the HPG product manager. Domestic and/or International travel may be required.

Skill and abilities would included

- Skilled Microsoft Office suite of programs
- Verbal and written communication skills
- Knowledge of comminution systems and understanding of rock breakage mechanics.
- Mechanical aptitude with ability to read and understand mechanical drawings

This is an entry level position open Mining/Minerals, Metallurgical Process, or Mechanical Engineers or related degrees.

Further information can be found on FLSmidth.com

Please have prospective students contact Garland David (garland.davis@flsmidth.com) or James Pownell (edward.jamespownell@flsmidth.com), providing a letter of introduction and resume.